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Bontrager trip 300 installation

Change the way you ride with the Trip 300. Knowing data like speed and cadence in real-time makes for more productive intervals and better recovery rides. Wirelessly position all the information you need for commuting, training, or sport right at your fingertips. Product details ANT+ enabled, 2.4 GHz
digital signal Current, average, and maximum speed, cadence, and heart rate Trip distance, programmable odometer with auto start/stop and 200 hour rollover Clock (12/24-hour) and total ride time with pacer and scan mode Includes universal mount, adjustable handlebar mount available Blendr
compatible ANT+ sensors need to be purchased separately "I like the clean look and how Trek has built these integrated designs to attach the computers" - No Rest Days from Bellingham, WA Read more "I use the computer each time I ride to keep an eye on my time/speed/cadence/distance" - MJB from
Glenwood, NJ Read more "It's intuitive to use and has the features I use without all the extraneous information some cheaper brands push onto you" - StevieD from Cedar Rapids, IA Read more "This computer works perfect for my needs" - Jbarn from Columbus, OH Read more Whether you're looking
for instructions on how to reset your cycling computer, charging guidelines for your light, or anything in between, we're here to help. Click on the link to download the product manual. If for any reason you're not satisfied with a Bontrager aftermarket purchase, return the item, along with the original sales
receipt to the original place of purchase within 30 days for an exchange or refund. Think of it as a 30-day test ride. if (typeof dataLayer !== "undefined") { dataLayer.push({ "ecommerce": { "currency": "USD", "impressions": [ { "id": "21829", "name": "Bontrager RIDEtime Cycling Computer", "price": "59.99",
"brand": "Bontrager", "category": "Bike computers & GPS", "variant": "black", "list": "More Options", "position": 1 } , { "id": "11077", "name": "Bontrager GOtime Cycling Computer", "price": "39.99", "brand": "Bontrager", "category": "Bike computers & GPS", "variant": "black", "list": "More Options", "position": 2
} , { "id": "30388", "name": "Bontrager RIDEtime Elite Cycling Computer with DuoTrap S", "price": "129.99", "brand": "Bontrager", "category": "Bike computers & GPS", "variant": "black", "list": "More Options", "position": 3 } , { "id": "21830", "name": "Bontrager RIDEtime Elite Cycling Computer", "price":
"69.99", "brand": "Bontrager", "category": "Bike computers & GPS", "variant": "black", "list": "More Options", "position": 4 } , { "id": "34793", "name": "Garmin fenix 6 Pro Solar Smartwatch", "price": "799.99", "brand": "Garmin", "category": "Bike computers & GPS", "variant": "white_blue", "list": "More
Options", "position": 5 } , { "id": "34794", "name": "Garmin fenix 6S Pro Solar Smartwatch", "price": "799.99", "brand": "Garmin", "category": "Bike computers & GPS", "variant": "gold", "list": "More Options", "position": 6 } , { "id": "34795", "name": "Garmin Instinct Solar Smartwatch", "price": "399.99", "brand":
"Garmin", "category": "Bike computers & GPS", "variant": "blue", "list": "More Options", "position": 7 } , { "id": "26858", "name": "Garmin Edge Explore GPS Cycling Computer", "price": "249.99", "brand": "Garmin", "category": "Bike computers & GPS", "variant": "white", "list": "More Options", "position": 8 } ] }
}); } if (typeof dataLayer !== "undefined") { dataLayer.push({ "ecommerce": { "currency": "", "impressions": [ { "id": "22372", "name": "Bontrager Commuter Pedal Set", "price": "", "brand": "Bontrager", "category": "", "list": "", "position": 1 } , { "id": "25484", "name": "Bontrager Elite Water Bottle Cage", "price":
"", "brand": "Bontrager", "category": "", "list": "", "position": 2 } , { "id": "21764", "name": "Bontrager Circuit MIPS Cycling Helmet", "price": "", "brand": "Bontrager", "category": "", "list": "", "position": 3 } , { "id": "22373", "name": "Bontrager Comp Multi-Tool", "price": "", "brand": "Bontrager", "category": "", "list":
"", "position": 4 } , { "id": "22250", "name": "Bontrager Blendr RIDEtime Mount", "price": "", "brand": "Bontrager", "category": "", "list": "", "position": 5 } , { "id": "23710", "name": "Bontrager Ion 200 RT/Flare RT Light Set", "price": "", "brand": "Bontrager", "category": "", "list": "", "position": 6 } , { "id": "22619",
"name": "Bontrager Adjustable Integrated Rear Mount Kickstand", "price": "", "brand": "Bontrager", "category": "", "list": "", "position": 7 } , { "id": "21854", "name": "Bontrager Dual Charger Floor Pump", "price": "", "brand": "Bontrager", "category": "", "list": "", "position": 8 } ] } }); } We reserve the right to make
changes to the product information contained on this site at any time without notice, including with respect to equipment, specifications, models, colors, and materials. Weights are based off pre-production products at time of publication. Weights may vary in final production. © 1996-2014, Amazon.com,
Inc. or its affiliates This website or its third-party tools use cookies, which are necessary to its functioning and required to achieve the purposes illustrated in the cookie policy. If you want to know more or withdraw your consent to all or some of the cookies, please refer to the cookie policy. By closing this
banner, scrolling this page, clicking a link or continuing to browse otherwise, you agree to the use of cookies. I've been riding the 2015 Trek 7.2 FX for a few months now and overall enjoy it.  One of the features that attracted me to it was the option of the integrated speed/cadence sensor in the frame.
 Unfortunately I've had a hard time getting it locally and nobody would ship it to my location.  On a recent trip to the U.S. I was finally able to pick up the Duo Trap S sensor and Bontrager Trip 300 computer. Duo Trap S on Bontrager.com The sensor itself fits quite seamlessly into the bike.  Just remove
the plug and one screw later it's mounted. The two magnets are just as simple to mount.  One clips onto a spoke and the other slides over a crank near the pedal.  They include three different sizes of magnet for the crank and I had to use the largest one for the 7.2 FX. The sensor and frame have lines
that show you how to position the magnets.  If that didn't make it easy enough, the two round dots on the sensor actually blink when the magnet passes when it first starts up. Trip 300 on Bontrager.com The Bontrager Trip 300 computer was just as easy to install.  The mount has a rubber piece that will
stretch around most any tube on your bike, and can be mounted in either orientation.  The computer then just snaps into the quick release.  I decided to mount it on the stem and it will probably stay there.  It nestles in quite nicely in this location. The computer is pretty basic, and that's one of the things I
like about it.  If you move the bike the sensor wakes up automatically and the computer senses it and turns on too.  They both use a standard CR2023 and should last quite a while on it. The setup is quick and painless.  During the setup you can pair it with any Ant+ speed/cadence sensor and an Ant+
HRM if you like.  It had no problem picking up my Garmin HRM.  The little icons on the top left show you what sensors it has paired with and is currently using. After setup the controls are dead simple.  The top button cycles the top display through speed, average speed, and max speed.  The little triangle
by the speed shows if you are currently faster or slower than your average speed. The bottom right button cycles between the clock, trip distance, trip timer, pedal cadence, heart rate (current, average, or max if you press the bottom button), Calories burned, total odometer, and the current temperature.
 The bottom button is the backlight. I also paired up the sensor with my Garmin Forerunner 405cx.  After a quick two mile test ride the speed and distance were very close to each other.  All I did on the computer was set the wheel size to 700x35.  The Garmin looks like it updates some of the fields more
frequently than the Trip 300, but you probably won't be staring at the two side by side to really notice most of the time. The sensor also has Bluetooth Smart aka Bluetooth 4.0LE (low energy).  I was able to pair it with my phone and apps saw it right away.  I don't regularly use my phone while biking, but for
those of you that do this might be quite nice.  Bluetooth and Ant+ work at the same time too. I had no issues with it in use.  It wakes up on it's own and pairs quickly.  It doesn't have any annoying beeps or crazy menus just to display simple data.  It just works, and you don't get that in a lot of gadgets these
days.  It's a great mix of technology, design, and usability. -Sean Senior Member Thread Starter     Join Date: May 2010 Location: Northern VA Posts: 190 Bikes: Trek 5200 and Trek D.S. 8.6 Mentioned: 0 Post(s) Tagged: 0 Thread(s) Quoted: 1 Post(s) Likes: 0 Liked 0 Times in 0 Posts BONTRAGER
TRIP 300/DUOTRAP S COMBO For Trek D.S? I am getting mixed reviews about this computer not working well with Trek DS. I thought DS was built for this computer. Any reviews on this computer? I have Trek DS 8.6 2016. Does it work with my bike or doesn't it? Last edited by Norboo; 05-25-16 at
05:08 AM.   Senior Member     Join Date: Apr 2015 Location: Bronx, NY Posts: 483 Bikes: 2016 Trek FX7.4 Mentioned: 1 Post(s) Tagged: 0 Thread(s) Quoted: 73 Post(s) Works fine on my FX, gives me the basic's I need and I like the clean install. One sensor and no straps or rubber bands.   Senior
Member   Join Date: Aug 2014 Location: NW England Posts: 128 Mentioned: 0 Post(s) Tagged: 0 Thread(s) Quoted: 6 Post(s) Likes: 0 Liked 0 Times in 0 Posts I have the Trip 300/Duotrap S combo on my 2015 DS. Have done 2500+ miles with the computer. When I first got the DS like many I thought it
would be the perfect accessory for my bike, with the blendr stem mount and the speed sensor integrating nicely into the chainstay. Overall it has been quite good. The main problem was that none of the 3 cadence magnets supplied, fitted close enough to the Duotrap sensor to register cadence (magnets
too far apart) that though is easily remedied with a home made shim. Bontrager later released the correct size cadence magnet i believe. The second issue was that sometimes the spoke magnet would not register speed all the time if not in the exact correct position. I replaced it with a CatEye magnet. No
problems since then. Overall it is a good setup, although having a cadence sensor in general may be overrated for most. Having said all that I have the Garmin Edge 25 on my main bike now. For quality , simplicity, GPS tracking, app connection and ability to view data on Mobile phone or computer, it is a
long way better for a bit more money. The downside though it needs charging after every 7-8 hours of use, where as I think I have only changed the batteries in the DuoTrap Combo once or twice. I would easily recommend the Edge 20 or 25 for a bit more money overall.   Senior Member Thread Starter  
  Join Date: May 2010 Location: Northern VA Posts: 190 Bikes: Trek 5200 and Trek D.S. 8.6 Mentioned: 0 Post(s) Tagged: 0 Thread(s) Quoted: 1 Post(s) Likes: 0 Liked 0 Times in 0 Posts This from Trek: The only update that was made to those was in regards to the crank cadence band- but we have
since included an update kit into all of the Trip 300 packaging. If for some reason you purchase one from your local retailer, and that update kit isn't inside the box, simply let them know and they can get one from us for you.   Newbie     Join Date: Oct 2016 Posts: 1 Mentioned: 0 Post(s) Tagged: 0
Thread(s) Quoted: 0 Post(s) Likes: 0 Liked 0 Times in 0 Posts Just gota 300- hard to understand instructions- if I mess up just one setting I cant go back and change it- have to remove battery and start all over. Also I was informed I had to set it to 1 magnet or two- cant find that setting at all-just don't
understand what little wordings its saying- HELP PLEASE!!   Newbie   Join Date: Jan 2017 Posts: 1 Bikes: 2016 DS 8.4 Mentioned: 0 Post(s) Tagged: 0 Thread(s) Quoted: 0 Post(s) Likes: 0 Liked 0 Times in 0 Posts Have a duo trap trip 300 installed on my cs 8.4 and love it.   Senior Member     Join
Date: Oct 2016 Location: Las Vegas Posts: 204 Bikes: 2017 Trek DS 4, 2014 Niner RLT 9 [storage], K2 Shadow 9 [indoor trainer] Mentioned: 1 Post(s) Tagged: 0 Thread(s) Quoted: 77 Post(s) Likes: 0 Liked 0 Times in 0 Posts I had the 300 on my DS4 and didn't like it. It was a bother to setup and would
lose signal during rides. I ended up using the Wahoo app on my phone with the Duotrap S and have not had any issues since.   Senior Member     Join Date: Sep 2015 Location: Maryland-Florida Posts: 136 Bikes: 2017 Specialized Expert carbon X1 2016 Specialized Stumpjumper comp carbon Blue,
Trek 8.6 DS, Trek 4500, 2019 Canyon Urban 5.0 Previously owned Diamondback, Ross Apollo 5speed, Huffy? Research Dynamics(stolen) Mentioned: 1 Post(s) Tagged: 0 Thread(s) Quoted: 47 Post(s) Likes: 0 Liked 0 Times in 0 Posts I have had it on my 8.6 ds for over a year and it is working fine, the
sensor even communicates with my iPhone to record data to strava.   Senior Member   Join Date: Aug 2014 Location: NW England Posts: 128 Mentioned: 0 Post(s) Tagged: 0 Thread(s) Quoted: 6 Post(s) Likes: 0 Liked 0 Times in 0 Posts At best I would say the trip 300 combo is OK. A bit uninspiring and
dated looking. Top positive is that battery life is good. At the right price it is definitely good. Just seemed overpriced for the performance. Got a Garmin Edge 25 now. It is not perfect, but noticeably better than the 300. This cost a bit more and needs charging all the time but is a lot more reliable and easy to
use.   Junior Member   Join Date: Apr 2015 Posts: 15 Bikes: Trek 8.5ds 2015, Trek Navigatir 300 (2006) Mentioned: 0 Post(s) Tagged: 0 Thread(s) Quoted: 6 Post(s) Likes: 0 Liked 0 Times in 0 Posts BONTRAGER TRIP 300/DUOTRAP S COMBO working well on my fx3 Attached Images DSC_0047.jpg
(94.9 KB, 68 views)   Senior Rider   Join Date: Sep 2016 Location: Houston, Texas Posts: 118 Bikes: 2017 Trek FX 3 Hybrid Mentioned: 1 Post(s) Tagged: 0 Thread(s) Quoted: 49 Post(s) Likes: 0 Liked 0 Times in 0 Posts I had this put on my new 2017 FX3 by the bike store (Trek dealer). We did find that
the 1st. computer was faulty so they replaced it and now everything is doing great. I'm glad I had the store install it so they couldn't say that I installed it wrong. Since I bought it from them as well as the bike at the same time, they didn't charge me anything to install it. I've had it for about 2 months now
and I ride almost every day. No problems at all. Last edited by Tommy1955; 01-11-17 at 07:26 AM.   Senior Member   Join Date: Nov 2015 Location: Korea, Kyonggi-Do Posts: 141 Bikes: 2016 Trek DS 8.5, Giant Fastroad Comax 1 2018 Mentioned: 1 Post(s) Tagged: 0 Thread(s) Quoted: 42 Post(s)
Likes: 0 Liked 12 Times in 3 Posts Personally, I would not recommend this bike computer, it has failed on me multiple times. Looking at my post, I had ridden 147km in 48 minutes, the average speed and the max speed are identical. If this was a one off, no worries, but it has happened to me on numerous
occasions. Last edited by SlinkyWizard; 01-11-17 at 04:37 AM.   You may not post new threads You may not post replies You may not post attachments You may not edit your posts HTML code is Off
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